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Dates to note
End July September

Benoni Eisteddfod online

5 August

Cycle for Peace

6 August

Primary School closes at
12:00

13 August

Preschool closes

6 September

Preschool opens

7 September

Primary School opens

17 September

Primary School Reports
Cards issued
Primary teacher-parent
conference

21 September

Creating a Peaceful Learning
Environment

The Brain and Fear: Rethinking Expectations
Over the last year we have experienced the COVID pandemic, Learning from Home
programmes and more recently the looting and riots in our country. Many of us
question the impact this is having on our children and how best to help them through
the issues this may cause. I recently read an article and believe it to be very relevant
to share with our school community during these times. The article was written by
Naomi Holdt, a psychologist and speaker.
The past week of unrest and uncertainty has thrown many South Africans into a state
of turmoil and fear… Our children are not exempt…
Thankfully, some schools are still on holiday, however, others are back to online
learning, ploughing furiously through an ‘already behind’ curriculum…
But the brain CANNOT learn in a state of fear… Neurologically, some pretty amazing
things happen in our brains in times of crisis, and at those times, we are wired for one
thing only… to SURVIVE…
For the sake of simplicity, let’s divide the brain into two parts - upper and lower… I’m
going to call them High Range and Low Range…
Think about HIGH RANGE as cruising along the beach, life is good, there are a few
bumps but basically, all is calm… Prefrontal cortex engaged… Optimal learning
conditions… In this state, the brain can use its executive functioning skills - the ones
we need for learning - planning, critical thinking, decision making, problem solving,
attention…
In times of crisis, however, we automatically switch to LOW RANGE…
There is no button we flick, no control in the matter, it’s an unconscious
response… Our amygdala is triggered, our sympathetic nervous system is
activated, neurochemicals like cortisol, adrenaline and noradrenaline start
pumping resulting in the fight, flight, freeze (or faint) response… THIS IS
SURVIVAL TIME… and whilst we are in this state, we are completely cut
off from HIGH RANGE functions…
Pause for a moment to consider the implications for the classroom…
We cannot learn in a state of fear… Our brains simply do not allow it…
And until we feel safe emotionally and physically, we cannot re-engage
HIGH RANGE… We cannot learn…
If your only focus as an educator or parent at this time is curriculum, you
are fighting against the neurological hardwiring of the brain in fear…
Rethink education… rethink priorities…
We are living through moments that will be written in history…
Instead of racing to get through a syllabus, focus on connection,
stress-reduction, communication and emotional skills. Have debates about
all that is happening… Have fun, laugh together, get to know one another
all over again…
In years to come, your child won’t remember the textbook content of this
time… They will remember the adult who held the space for them while
the country navigated its way back to safety…
It is with this thought-provoking article that I reflect on our Montessori
philosophy of creating a peaceful environment for the child to work,
allowing the child to work outside of the classroom, giving the child time
to choose their work and allowing them to get excited about their
learning experience without applying unnecessary pressure on them. Our
staff consistently look for ways of creating a stable and happy environment
for children to learn in.
This aim should be applied at school and in the home as well to enable our
children to feel safe and secure.
Bev Hilder

The Cotswold Country Montessori School - “LEARNING FOR LIFE”
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Notices
COVID-19 Update
The primary school reopened on Monday 26 July 2021 and we are exited to see so many of our pupils attending school. We
remind our parents to please keep children at home if they are not feeling well or show signs of COVID-19. The school
continues to practise and enforce COVID-19 procedures during the day with children wearing masks, social distancing,
disinfecting classrooms regularly, ventilating classrooms well and enforcing good hygiene practices. Our children are allowed to
remove their face masks when playing outside, eating and drinking, and while doing physical sporting activities. Physical
non-contact activities are still allowed to be performed and we continue to encourage our pupils to participate in these activities.
Eisteddfod Submissions
Parents are reminded to upload a video of their child’s eisteddfod item to the same website at which they submitted their entry.
English items must be submitted before 14 August. From 15 August to 28 August Afrikaans items may be submitted. Musical
items can be submitted between 29 August and 15 September. Please send your child’s results to Bev or the class teacher as soon
as you receive them.
Extra mural Activities
No extra mural activities will take place during the rest of term 2. Hopefully when we return it will be warmer and it will be safe
for us to resume our activities.
Tuck
There will not be any tuck sold for the last two Fridays of the term.
Cycle for Peace Day
On Friday, 6 August our primary school pupils are encouraged to bring their bicycles and helmets to school to enjoy a Cycle for
Peace day. No sharing of bicycles will be allowed.
Raffle
On the 3 June we launched our raffle which is intended to raise funds for the construction of our kitchen at the school Events’
Centre. There are some lovely prizes to be won and, of course, we will get closer to our goal of building the Events’ Centre
kitchen. As a result of the current COVID-19 lockdowns, the raffle draw will take place on 23 September 2021.
Preschool Holiday Care Programme
The Holiday Care Programme will once again be held during the August 2021 preschool holidays. We plan to continue to make
this service available to our preschool parents who require care for their children when the school is closed. Interested parents
may contact the office for further details.
Staff
We are looking forward to welcoming Nicola Basson back after her maternity leave on 2 August and would like to thank Nanila
Luz for her wonderful contribution to the education of our Upper Primary children while she was here.
School Holidays
Parents are to please note:
Primary school closes at 12:00 on Friday, 6 August and will reopen on Tuesday,
7 September.
Preschool closes on Friday, 13 August and will reopen on Monday, 6 September.
School Holiday Maintenance
During the school holidays we are planning to re-thatch the school office block
and aftercare building. This is planned to be completed before school reopens on
7 September.
Talented Teaching Staff
The staff of The Cotswold each have their own considerable talents and work
together so beautifully as a team.
Xolani Zuma is not only the person who inspires our pupils to speak isiZulu and
enjoy sharing music with one another - he is also an accomplished musician in his
own right. Xolani has recently released his CD which is available on request and
which can be downloaded from digital music stores.
Congratulations, Xolani, we wish you all the best with this exciting venture.
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Preschool Music Lessons

During the primary
school lockdown
Xolani Zuma continued
to come into school and
conducted music lessons
with our preschoolers.
These lessons were
thoroughly enjoyed by
the preschoolers who
loved learning about
music with the
Montessori Bells and
various percussion
instruments.
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Pyjama Day
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Pyjama Day
On Friday, 23 July, our preschool pupils were going to beat the
cold by attending school in their wonderful warm and cuddly
pyjamas. Mandy and Shannon’s classes had had to go into
self-isolation just before this, so their pyjama day was run
virtually, and their parents sent in photographs of the pupils in
their comfy pyjamas at home. Even though these pupils did not
come to school in pyjamas they got to spend a warm and cosy
day at home. Those pupils who did attend school in their
pyjamas really enjoyed playing and working in great comfort.
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